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There are many advantages when choosing wood as flooring material. Not only is
wood aesthetically unique, but it is also used because of its durability and
restorability.

(Newswire.net -- October 7, 2013) New Port Richey , Florida --

Hardwood for example, a wood commonly used for flooring, comes from  trees that are
called angiosperms.  These particular trees produce seeds with some kind of covering,

which  sometimes are like fruit such as apples, or hard shell coverings such as acorns.   The word hardwood gives the
impression of a harder material, one that is dense, but in reality not necessarily.  Balsa wood is one of the lightest
woods yet is still considered a “hardwood”.

            Laminate flooring, on the other hand, is a multi-layer synthetic product fused together with a “lamination”
process.  Laminate flooring is a simulation of wood (sometimes also made to simulate stone).  This type of flooring is
very popular due to many reasons.  Those include: 1. Easier installation and maintenance versus alternative flooring
products. 2. Cost of laminate flooring is more affordable. 3. The materials are hygienic and durable.   

            Bamboo flooring is another flooring material which is very popular and widely used in Asia over many years.  
It a product that is rapidly increasing in popularity and seeing growing demand in the United States as a result of the
many advantages this product has to offer.  For one,  bamboo flooring is considered eco-friendly and has a very
distinct appearance.  It is light weight, durable, and easy to maintain as it is also expected to be quite durable.  The
many choices in finishes, styles, designs, and stains that can be used with this product are unlimited.  In short, not
only is bamboo practical and casual, but it can also be used in elegant environments complementing any environment
and décor.

            American Wood Flooring is a family owned business with professional expertise in the sale and installation of
hardwood, laminate, and bamboo flooring.  Offering an incredible showroom and wide selection of choices,
experienced consultants will assist you and come to your home with samples so you can envision and preview your
new floor.

Custom wood floors can be the enhancement of any décor or space in your home or favorite place.   When
looking for wood floors, carpeting and custom flooring be totally floored with your own unique wooden experience.
With two convenient store locations in Wesley Chapel and New Port Richey  Florida, American Wood Flooring is the
dream come true to your every wood flooring wish.
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